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Abstract— When planning skew-line needle arrangements for
automated brachytherapy, one objective is to identify a set of
candidate needles that enter from a specified entry region, avoid
specified organs-at-risk and sufficiently cover the target (tumor)
volume. Existing methods use uniform or random sampling to
generate a set of candidate needles, which may not adequately
cover the target volume. In this paper we present an exact
reachability analysis that can be used to guide the selection of
candidate needles and to identify which subset of the target
volume may not be reachable. Assuming linear needles, a
polyhedral entry zone, organs at risk modeled as the union
of convex polyhedra, and a polyhedral target volume, we give
an exact polynomial time algorithm for checking existence and
calculation of the non-reachable set in the target volume. We
perform experiments using patient data from 18 brachytherapy
cases and found that 11 cases had non-empty occluded volume
ranging from 0.01% to 4.3% of target volume. We also report
a sensitivity study showing the change in the occluded volume
with dilation of the avoidance volume and entry region.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The need to compute exact visibility in the presence
of obstacles appears in many computer graphics and computational geometry problems. This study explores a nontraditional application of this body of work for a cancer
therapy called brachytherapy, which is a form of radiation
therapy where the radioactive source is placed in proximity to
the tumor. Prostate cancer has a high incendence among men,
accounting for 14.4% of all cancers diagnosed and 5.1%
of all cancer deaths [1], and brachytherapy is a common
and successful treatment modality for prostate cancer. In
prostate brachytherapy, the radioactive source is delivered to
the tumor site using an arrangement of temporarily inserted
needles. Currently, this needle arrangement is restricted to
only parallel needles by a needle guide, which allows little
freedom to avoid puncturing healthy organs and can lead to
trauma and side effects.
Inserting needle arrangements made up of skew-lines (i.e.
non-parallel, non-intersecting lines) can address some of
the limitations of parallel needle guides. Previous work
developed Needle Planning by Integer Program (NPIP) [2],
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Fig. 1: This figure shows a target volume (blue), avoidance volume (cyan), and entry zone (black). In the context of prostate
brachytherapy, a radiation therapy for prostate cancer, these structures model the prostate (blue), penile bulb (cyan), and perineum
(black), respectively. This study develops an exact algorithm for
finding an occluded volume (red), which is the subset of the target
volume that cannot be reached by any straight line originating in
the entry zone that does not intersect the avoidance volume, or
showing that no such volume exists. This algorithm could be an
important component of needle planning algorithms for computing
brachytherapy needle arrangements.

a system for planning patient-specific, skew-line needle arrangements, and other previous work explored the insertion
of skew-line needle arrangements into phantom tissue using
robotic-assistance [3] and custom needle guides [4].
The needle planning problem can be posed using the
following statement: find a set of skew-line segments that
originate at some allowable entry zone for needles, that
do not puncture any avoidance volumes, and that spatially
cover the target volume. For the last point, spatial coverage
means that every point in the target volume is nearby to at
least one needle. Figure 1 shows a target volume, avoidance
volume, and entry zone, which in anatomical terms represent
the prostate, penile bulb, and perineum, respectively. NPIP
solves this problem by generating a large set of candidate
needles that originate at the entry zone, intersect the target
volume, and do not intersect the avoidance volume, then
selects a subset of candidate needles for insertion that is
minimal and provide spatial coverage of the target.
Currently, candidate needles are generated by random

sampling, and needles that intersect the avoidance volumes
are removed from this set. Consequently, it is possible to
have non-trivial “voids” in the target volume that are not
nearby to any candidate needle, and by extension to any
selected needle, which can result in inadequate dose to the
target and diminish treatment effectiveness. These voids can
be a result of inadequate sampling or because the volume
is “occluded”. That is, it cannot be reached by any straight
line segment originating in the entry zone that does not also
intersect the avoidance volume. Figure 1 shows an example
occluded volume. An algorithm for finding occluded volumes
would prevent needle planning algorithms like NPIP from
generating voids that are not actually in occluded volumes,
and allow these algorithms to handle occluded volume in a
controlled way; for example, selecting more needles that are
near the occluded volume to provide better dose coverage.
This study develops an exact algorithm for finding an
occluded volume based on shadow volume calculations from
the visibility literature. Although this study only considers
a system with only a single target, avoidance volume, and
entry zone, our algorithm is extensible to multiple targets,
avoidance volumes, and entry zones. Specifically, our contributions are the following:
(a) an exact algorithm for finding an occluded volume
that exploits the geometric structure and constraints of
prostate brachytherapy,
(b) a check for the existence of an occluded volume that
is polynomial time in the number of vertices describing
the relevant volumes.
We use our algorithm to find the occluded volume, or
show that none exists, for data sets from brachytherapy
patients treated at the UCSF clinic. Given the uncertainty
in defining anatomical structures, we also use our algorithm
to perform a sensitivity analysis on systematic perturbations
of the avoidance volume and entry zone.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
The problem of finding occlusions has been well-studied
in computer graphics and computational geometry. Scherzer
et al. [5] provide a survey in shadow computations. These are
often performed at a pixel level exploting parallel computing
for handling real-time rendering of large discrete models. [6]
provides efficient algorithms for such calculations. Recent
work has also focused on sub-pixel shadow mapping for
handling issues like jagged shadows and aliasing has been
discussed in [7, 8]. Research in automation has looked at
similar problems regarding polyhedral assembly[9]
This study examines the problem of checking existence
of occluded volume in a polyhedral complex. Our algorithm exploits assumptions about the geometry of prostate
brachytherapy, which we use to simplify our problem statement compared to more a general occlusion problem statement. We also develop a linear program that is feasible if and
only if an occluded volume exists. Thus the existence of the
occluded volume can be checked in polynomial time in the
total number of vertices (i.e., of the target volume, avoidance

Fig. 2: The figure shows the progression in body of work in needle configurations in prostate Brachytherapy. Clinical practitioners
regularly use needle templates with parallel needles as in (a) [16],
which were improved upon by the freehand technique in (b) [17].
Fireworks needle configurations as in (c) were proposed with skew
needles to avoid puncture in healthy organs [12]. And latest needle
planning system coupled with automated needle insertion allows
use of any point in the entry zone as in (d) [2].

volume, and entry zone) without having to perform expensive
polyhedron intersection calculations.
Our goal is to introduce automation into the brachytheratpy treatment process. We have worked on several aspects
of the problem: treatment planning [10, 11], needle configuration planning [2, 12], robotic needle placement [3, 13, 14],
and recently the use of custom guides for brachytherapy
needle placement [4, 15].
In prostate brachytherapy, an arrangement of hollow needles is inserted into the prostate through the perineum, the
patch of skin between the testicles and anus. Radiation
dose is delivered to the prostate by sequentially threading a
radioactive source through each needle. The dose distribution
is controlled by halting the source at pre-specified locations
along each needle for some dwell time. Most clinicians insert
needles using a rigid template with parallel holes as a needle
guide [16]. However, this template restricts the possible insertion locations and directions, which can make puncturing
obstructions such as penile bulb unavoidable. Puncturing
healthy tissues results in trauma related side-effects such
as tissue swelling; urinary infections & incontinence; and
impotence [18, part 7], [19, 20]. A freehand approach for
needle insertion based on trans-rectal ultrasound guidance
was developed [17]. This technique gives the physician some
flexibility to avoid puncturing healthy tissue, but it requires
experience to master.
Siauw et al. [2] recently proposed a novel algorithm,
NPIP, which computes patient-specific needle arrangements
based on skew line segments. Since these needles can be
inserted at a continuum of angles, it is non-intuitive for a
human operator to implant the configuration. However, such
a skew line needle arrangement can be implanted using an
automated needle insertion robot as in Garg et al. [3] [21] or
using customized templates [4]. The development of needle
planning is shown in Figure 2.
NPIP has three main steps – candidate needle generation,
needle selection, and dose planning. The candidate needle set
is generated by random sampling line segments that originate
from the entry zone are inside a projection of the prostate.

Fig. 3: The figure illustrates the proposed algorithm for calculation of Occluded volume O. (a) We begin with input geometry with three
volumes of interest: Target (T ), Avoidance (A) and Entry Zone (E). Fig (b) shows possible occlusion cones Ce , ∀e ∈ E from different
locations at entry zone. (c) However only cones generated from extreme points (CEi ) of the entry regionTneed
T to considered to calculate
occluded volume. Lastly as in (d) The polyhedral representation of O is output as the intersection of T ( CEi )

The needle selection step finds a candidate needle subset
such that every point in the target is within some user-defined
distance from a needle in the chosen set. The heuristic helps
ensure that the target can be covered with adequate dose
during dose planning. Dose planning is done using Inverse
Planning by Integer Program (IPIP) [11], which maximizes
dose coverage of the target using the chosen needles within
dose limits to healthy tissue.
Sometimes there are points in the target volume that
cannot be covered by any needle in the candidate needle
set (i.e. they are not within the user-specified distance from
any candidate needle). Currently, these points are ignored
in the needle selection step. Although ignoring these points
does not impact the final solution when the number of
ignored points is small, it is desirable to generate a candidate
needle set that can cover point that can be covered given
the geometric setup, and prove that the uncovered points
cannot be covered. Such a guarantee, which can be provided
by the algorithm we present in this study, could provide
bounds on the quality of treatment, and allow the system
to adjust its solution strategy to accommodate the occluded,
or unreachable, volume. For example, the “importance” of
needles that are near the occluded volume could be increased
to encourage their selection. Thus, the resulting solution
would have a concentrate of needles near the occluded
volume, which would allow for dose coverage, even though
the volume did not have spatial coverage of needles.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Notation: Given a target volume T , an avoidance volume A,
and an entry zone E, we are interested in finding an analytical
description of an “occluded volume” O, contained within the
target volume T or show that no such “occluded volume” O
exists. The latter case implies that every point in the target
volume T can be reached by a line segment from some
point in the entry zone E without intersecting the avoidance
volume A.
In the context of brachytherapy, absence of an occluded
volume implies that at least one needle can reach every point

inside the target (prostate) from the pre-specified entry zone.
Precisely stated, we are interested in finding O ⊆ T , such
that for each p ∈ O, there exists a λ ∈ [0, 1] such that:
[λe + (1 − λ)p] ∈ A, for all e ∈ E, or show that no such
region O exists for the given configuration of T , A and E.
Every polyhedral object in the environment can be specified completely by the vertex set of its convex hull. Let
a convex polyhedral avoidance volume A be represented
by the vertex set A of its convex hull. The sets T and
E are defined similarly using T and E. Further, defining
J := {j : Aj ∈ A} as the index set of points in A. The
index sets K := {k : Tk ∈ T } and I := {i : Ei ∈ E} are
defined similarly forT and E, respectively.
Definition: A truncated occlusion cone Ce is the polyhedron
which characterizes the occluded volume generated by a
convex set of vertices A as viewed from a point e 6∈
Conv(A). As shown in Figure 3, Ce consists of the faces
of A visible from e and all points behind them generated as
a conic hull of rays corresponding to visible extreme points.
Formally,
n
X
Ce = x ∈ Rn : x = e +
λj (Aj − e),
j∈J

X

λj ≥ 1,

λj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J

o

(1)

j∈J

Assumptions: We have assumed that the objects in the environment can be represented as finite polyhedra, and hence are
convex. In case of brachytherapy, the organs are contoured
by a physician and polyhedral representation results in the
convex hull of the contour. We work with a planar region E,
represented by its extreme points. Furthermore, there is no
intersection between either of the objects: T , A and E.
In case of a non-planar specification of E we can find
a suitable projection on a plane. In case of non-convex
objects, we can represent them as a disjoint union of convex
sets. The algorithm outputs an occluded volume for each
convex subset, and the union of these results in final occluded
volume. We note that in this case the final occlusion region
may not be necessarily convex.

IV. A LGORITHM
The proposed algorithm exploits the observation that every
point p in the intersection of truncated occlusion cones Ci
generated from vertices Ei of a convex closed region E also
lies in the truncated occlusion cone Ce generated from any
other point e in region E.
Stating the above formally:
\
X
∀p ∈
CEi , ∃λ̄ ∈ RA :
λ̄j ≥ 1; λ̄ ≥ 0
i∈I

such that:

j∈J

p=e+

X

λ̄j (Aj − e) i.e.

p ∈ Ce ,

j∈J

where

e=

X

µi Ei ,

i∈I

µi = 1, µi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I

i∈I

A. Check for Existence of Occlusion Volume O
Assume O is non-empty, and let a point x ∈ O. Then by
definition, x must have the following two properties:
(1) It must be a convex combination of the vertices of T
(since O ⊆ T ).
(2) The line segment between x and some point e ∈ E must
have atleast one point that is a linear combination of the
vertices of A.
X
x=
µk Tk ,
k∈K

µk = 1,

e∈E

To simplify our representation of this property of x, which
requires an intersection of an infinite number of conic hulls,
it is sufficient to find the intersection of the conic hulls of
A around Ei , i ∈ |E|, the vertices of E. That is,
\
\
Ce =
CEi
e∈E

X

(2)
This entails that any point in T occluded from Ei , ∀iT∈ I
is also occluded from any point in E. Every point p 6∈ Ci
is classified as visible, since p ∈ Ci for at least one i ∈ I.
Also, every point p ∈ Ce is either visible from at least one
Ei , i.e. pT6∈ Ci , or lies in the occluded volume O, if it exists,
i.e. p ∈ Ci .
AnTintuitive explanation for this observation is if a point
p ∈ Ci , then none of the Ei ’s can see p. Moreover, by
reversibility of visibility, p can’t see any of the Ei ’s either.
Since E is convex, hence by extension p should not be able
to see any other point in E. Moving the viewing perspective
to any point e ∈ E, and by similar argument as above, any
e ∈ E can’t see p either.
This observation significantly improves the computational
effort in calculation of the occluded volume, since we only
need to generate truncated occlusion cones on the finitely
many vertices of the convex region E, instead of every point
in E, or a discretization thereof.
Hereafter, we build a linear system system of equations to
check for existence of an occluded region O. The system 3
is feasible if O is non-empty and infeasible otherwise. If
the system of equations return feasibility, we calculate the
polyhedral representation of O using an iterative method for
intersecting polyhedrons.

X

originating at e that have at least one point in A, i.e., at least
one point that is a linear combination of the vertices of A. So
by definition, x must be in the intersection of Ce , ∀ e ∈ E.
\
x∈
Ce .

µi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I,

k∈K

which is simply the definition of convex combination representing the first condition.
While the second condition is represented by x ∈ Ce . In
other words, the conic hull of A from e is the set of rays

i∈I

We can then represent the second property of x using
X
x = Ei +
λij (Aj − Ei ), ∀i ∈ I
j∈J

X

λij ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ I, λ ≥ 0,

j∈J

which states that x must be in the conic hull of A originating
P
at each Ei , i ∈ I. We note that the condition:
j λij ≥
1, ∀i ∈ I, enforces that only the points situated beyond the
visible boundary of the avoidance region A are included.
Put together, we get our linear system, (LS).
X
(LS) x =Ei +
λij (Aj − Ei ), ∀i ∈ I
j∈J

x=

X

µk Tk ,

k∈K

X

µk = 1, µ ≥ 0

k∈K

X

λij ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ I, λij ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, ∀ ∈ J.

j∈J

(3)
By construction, any x value that satisfies (LS) cannot be
connected to a point in E by a line segment that does not
intersect A. Therefore, the feasible region of x in (LS) is
exactly O, the occluded volume. Consequently, if (LS) is
infeasible, then O is empty and the entire target volume can
be reached by at least one line segment originating in the
entry zone that does not intersect the avoidance volume. If
(LS) is feasible, then O is not empty, and it is worth noting
that since the feasible region is made up from a set of linear
constraints and is bounded by T , that O is a polytope when
it is not empty.
B. Calculation of Occlusion Volume O
To obtain the polytope O, we employ the following
algorithmic outline:
Solve the system 3 as LP with zero cost
if LP is infeasible then
. no occluded volume exists
else if LP is feasible then
. exists occluded volume
for i ∈ I do
compute the smallest cone CEi pointed at Ei
covering Aj , j ∈ J
end for
compute the intersection C of cones CEi , ∀i ∈ I

compute the Occluded Volume O as
the intersection between C and target T .
end if
Polytopes can be described using inequalities (Hpolytopes) or vertices (V-polytopes). H-polytopes can be
converted to V-polytopes using vertex enumeration and viceversa by facet enumeration. In our case we have input as Vpolytopes while output as H-polytope for a complete representation of O. A preliminary approach is start by converting
the input to H-representation. Then the intersection is a
redundancy removal problem in the union of two inequality
systems. To get vertices of O, we solve a vertex enumeration.
C. Complexity Analysis
The linear system of equations for checking existence of
a occluded volume can be solved as an LP. LP have known
polynomial time complexity [22]. Assuming A, T and E
have m1 , m2 and m3 points respectively and dimension of
space being n. Furthermore, also assuming non-degeneracy
we have: n ≤ m1 , m2 , m3 . Then, the system 3 has (n+m1 +
m2 m3 ) variables and (n(m2 + 1) + m3 + 1) constraints apart
from the non-negativity constraints.
Furthermore, in case there exists an occluded volume or
the linear system 3 returns feasible solution, we calculate
truncated occlusion cones CEi , ∀i ∈ I. Thereafter, a sequenceTof polyhedron intersections are performed to obtain
C := CEi . Polyhedral intersection in general is shown to
be NP-Hard [23], however, using the above approach, solving
for redundancy in union of k H-polytopes is an LP. An
intersection of two such occlusion cones can be performed in
polynomial time in [24] for low dimension. Every occlusion
cone Ce has O(m2 ) extreme rays. We perform
T m3 such
intersection operations for calculating C :=
CEi , and
thereafter one more intersection with target volume T to get
obtain O. Hence the complexity is O(m2 m3 ).
V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Preprocessing Clinical Dataset
We tested our algorithm on 18 anonymized anatomy cases
taken from patients previously treated at UCSF. This data set
contained surface points on the prostate and the penile bulb,
which were termed as the target volume T )and avoidance
volume A, respectively. The prostate volumes ranged from
27 to 97 cm3 and the penile bulb volumes ranged from 1 to
11 cm3 .
A specification of the entry zone did not exist in the
data set because segmenting an entry zone is not a standard
practice in HDR prostate brachytherapy. In clinical procedures, the available entry zone near the perineum is visually
assessed by the physician during needle insertion. We used
the needles entry points in the actual cases as the available
region. For this study, the entry zone was defined as the
convex hull of these needle entry locations projected on a
plane parallel to the ground (x-y plane) and located 2 cm
below the penile bulb. This is a reasonable anatomical proxy
for the perineum since the distance between the penile bulb
and the perineum in human anatomy is also ∼ 2 cm. This is a

Px
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

T (cm3 )
33
27
44
31
39
55
58
38
31
46
74
32
97
66
40
50
45
27

A [cm3 (% T)]
8 (23)
5 (19)
10 (23)
4 (14)
3 (8)
7 (14)
3 (5)
4 (11)
10 (34)
7 (15)
4 (6)
4 (11)
1 (1)
10 (15)
4 (10)
6 (12)
8 (17)
9 (34)

O [cm3 (% T)]
1.00 (3.10)
0.00 (0.00)
1.80 (4.10)
0.26 (0.86)
1.00 (2.60)
2.40 (4.30)
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
0.00 (0.00)
0.06 (0.12)
0.00 (0.00)
0.15 (0.48)
0.00 (0.00)
2.30 (3.50)
0.00 (0.00)
0.09 (0.18)
0.85 (1.90)
0.003 (0.01)

Time (s)
8
7
7
5
4
9
4
6
8
6
5
5
3
7
4
5
9
9

TABLE I: Results from 18 Patient Cases listing Target volume T ,
Avoidance Region Volume A, Occluded Volume O in absolute and
as percentage of Target volume. The last column lists time required
for computation in seconds.

conservative estimate of the possible entry zone; however, it
ensures that we restrict the entry zone to an area used by the
physician. We note that the entry zone to allow for skew-line
needles could infact be larger than this, which would reduce
occlusion. The entry zone area ranged from 7 to 13 cm2 .
B. Occluded Volume Analysis
We implemented our algorithm in Matlab. We used the
the Matlab interface for Multi-Parametric Toolbox 3 (MPT)
[25] to calculate extreme points of a convex bounded polyhedra and to perform polyhedral intersection operation. MPT
toolbox implements polyhedral intersection queries in low
dimension using the approach described in section IV-B.
The algorithm was run on a computer with OS/X 10.9.2m
2.7 GHz Intel core i7, and 16 GB memory.
Table I lists the size of occluded volumes for the different
cases in the dataset. For all cases, we checked for the existence of an occluded volume in the prostate where needles
cannot reach without puncturing the penile bulb. We found
that 11 out of 18 patients had a non-empty occluded volume.
Among the patients with occlusion, the size of the occluded
volume ranged from 0.06 cm3 to 2.4 cm3 or 0.01% to 4.3%
of the respective target volume. The running time ranged
from 4 s to 9 s. It is worth noting that time on the order
of seconds is inconsequential to the overall brachytherapy
workflow.
C. Sensitivity Analysis
The size of the penile bulb has substantial uncertainty in
its definition owing to difficultly in its identification on a
CT scan. We used our algorithm to compute the occluded
volume in each patient’s target volume for various dilations
of the nominal penile bulb. The dilations were computed by
expanding the vertices of the penile bulb about its centroid
by a dilation factor (α) that ranged from 0.75 to 1.25 in
increments of 0.05, where α = 1 results in no change (i.e.
its original size). For each iteration, we recorded the size of

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4: Sensitivity Analysis: The figure illustrates the change in normalized occluded volume v/s change in dilation factor (α) for (a)
avoidance volume and (b) Entry Zone. The error bars show the standard deviation across the .patients. An Occlusion Volume value < 0%
implies no occlusion exists. The grpahs illustrate a possibility of large changes in occluded volume with small uncertainty in specification
of either avoidance volume or entry zone.

the occluded volume, the volume of the dilated bulb, and the
running time of the algorithm.
Likewise, entry zone specification used in the dataset is a
conservative estimate. Dilation of the entry zone is prone to
introduction (or removal) of occlusion. We have performed
calculations of occluded volumes for various dilations of
the entry zone about its centroid by a dilation factor (α)
in [0.5, 1.5] in increments of 0.05.
Figures 4a and 4b show variation in existence and size of
occluded volume as a % of target volume for various values
of dilation factor α in case of penile bulb and entry zone,
respectively. The error bars for each α value represent the
measure of the standard deviation for the whole data set.
An error bar corresponding to an Occlusion Volume < 0%
implies no occlusion exists. Figure 5a shows change in occluded volume with avoidance volume (penile bulb) dilation
in one particular anatomical case. Similarly, Figure 5b shows
the change in occluded volume with entry zone dilation for
another case in the data set.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The occluded volume in the target, where needles starting
in the entry region cannot reach without puncturing the
avoidance volume (penile bulb), if it exists, is found for all
18 cases in the data set. Computational results listed in table I
reveal that ∼ 60% (11 out of 18) of cases in the data set have
non-zero occluded volume. Owing to the variance in location
and size of the organs and the entry zone, the results ranged
from no occluded volume to (4.3%) of the prostate being
occluded.
In practice, an occluded volume inside the target volume
could lead to voids in needle coverage, which results in areas
that are difficult to cover with adequate dose and thus make
the overall treatment of the patient less effective.
Furthermore, the effect of dilation on the avoidance volume and entry zone to occluded volume emphasizes the

importance the proposed approach. As noted earlier, identification of true boundaries of the penile bulb may be difficult,
and hence a conservative estimate may be made. We note
from Figure 4a that the occluded volume is fairly sensitive
to dilation of avoidance volume. Conservative errors of 5%
in specification of margins of avoidance volume may result
in > 5% of the target volume being occluded in some cases.
Moreover, the entry zone is not always precisely defined. A similar analysis shows that the occluded volume
is relatively less sensitive to entry zone perturbation than to
avoidance volume perturbation. As noted in Figure 4b, a 10%
contraction in entry zone results in ∼5% occlusion in target
volume. While on the other hand, at 40% expansion of entry
zone, all cases result in 0 occluded volume.
Figures 5a and 5b provide qualitative review of occlusion
events and resulting occluded volumes for a particular case
highlighting the rapid growth of occluded volume with
dilation of avoidance volume and entry zone respectively.
The errors in estimating avoidance volume and entry zone
may not always be isotropic as the centroidal dilation in the
sensitivity analysis. However we note that occluded volume
is often resultant of obstruction from a small subset of neighboring faces. However, prior knowledge of this obstructing
boundary is not available to the user, necessitating a check
in all directions.
Moreover, in case of non-zero occluded volume, we could
perform a similar perturbation in the entry region vertices
cyclically instead of isotropic dilation. This would result in
identification of directions, expansion in which would result
in elimination of occlusion.
Future Work: In addition to checking feasibility of a
brachytherapy procedure without puncturing healthy organs,
the output of the algorithm can be used to improve treatment
planning. In case the target is not completely visible, we
can calculate the extreme points of the entry zone which can
reach the boundary of the occluded volume in target. Needles
starting from these points can be adaptively reweighted for

(a) Occluded volume grows with the avoidance volume.

(b) As the entry zone shrinks, the occluded volume grows. In this instance, non-zero occlusion exists at even at α = 1.25.
Fig. 5: Sensitivity analysis on the occluded volume calculation yields insight on the occluded volume. Uncertainty in specification of
either entry zone or avoidance volume can result in large changes in occluded volumes. The figure shows variation in occluded volume
with dilation (by factor α) in the avoidance volume and entry zone in two anatomy instances.

higher “importance” in the needle subset selection optimization of the NPIP algorithm [2].
Limitations: The complexity of the algorithm is proportional to number of vertex points in the convex hull of
the polyhedra. A high fidelity representation would thus
result in slow computations. Furthermore, for time critical
applications, faster implementation of polyhedral intersection
operation with use of parallel computing may be explored.
Extensions: The framework can be generalized to have more
than one avoidance volumes, for instance pubic arch in case
of prostate brachytherapy. In case of a non-convex avoidance
volume, a preprocessing step would section it into disjoint
convex subsets. The procedure can then be used in parallel
for each subset, and performing a union operation in the end.
Moreover, the algorithm is also applicable to other applications with reachability calculations: such as visual inspection,
robotic spray painting, and other clinical procedures such
as biopsy. Kidney biopsy is a one such problem where the
physician is interested in reaching a particular region inside
kidney without puncturing healthy organs.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper considers the problem of exact reachability
analysis for checking existence of occluded volume in a

polyhedral target in presence of a polyhedral avoidance
volume not reachable from a polyhedral entry region. The
proposed algorithm performs the check in polynomial time
and if it exists returns the polyhedral representation of the
occluded volume. This study forms a basis for identification of candidate needle set generation and needle subset
selection for treatment radiotherapy treatment planning in
brachytherapy. We have shown computational results on
actual anatomical cases of prostate cancer, and quantified the
occluded volume in each case. We have found that 11 out
of 18 cases have non-empty occluded volume ranging from
0.01% to 4.3% of target volume. Such occlusions can lead
voids in radiation coverage, thus reducing the effectiveness
of overall treatment. Furthermore, we have conducted a
sensitivity analysis to study change in occluded volume with
dilation of the the avoidance volume and the entry region.
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